
The Violent Earth

Faults, seismology, and
the Bay Area



Faults, Earthquakes and Seismology

•• Faults & earthquakesFaults & earthquakes
•• Magnitude of an earthquakeMagnitude of an earthquake
•• Earthquake Earthquake locationlocation
•• Bay Area faultsBay Area faults
•• Virtual EarthquakeVirtual Earthquake exercise exercise



Left- vs. right-lateral strike-slip faults

The San
Andreas
is a right-
lateral
strike-slip fault







Earthquake rupture area vs. magnitude



4 types of seismic waves

P-wave (primary)

S-wave (secondary)

Love wave

Rayleigh wave
Rolls like ocean wave

Side to side motion

Up-down and side to
side motion

Compression and
dilatation



A simple
seismometer



What do seismographs show?



Magnitude of an earthquake

  Richter scaleRichter scale
Earthquake magnitudeEarthquake magnitude
is related to theis related to the
amplitude of theamplitude of the

  S-wave on aS-wave on a
seismographseismograph







What does the Richter scale mean
in terms of what we feel?

 Richter Magnitudes Earthquake Effects
 Less than 3.5   Generally not felt, but recorded.
 3.5-5.4         Often felt, but rarely causes damage.
 Under 6.0       At most slight damage to well-designed buildings. Can

cause major damage to poorly constructed buildings
over small regions.

 6.1-6.9        Can be destructive in areas up to about 100 
kilometers across where people live.

 7.0-7.9         Major earthquake. Can cause serious damage over
larger areas.

 8 or greater    Great earthquake. Can cause serious damage in areas
several hundred kilometers across.

In 1960, Chile had a 9.5 magnitude quake;
In 1964, Alaska experienced a 9.2 magnitude quake

Loma Prieta was mag. 7.1



How much energy is released in an
earthquake?





Three factors primarily determine
what you feel in an earthquake:

  1. Magnitude1. Magnitude
  You feel more intense shaking from a big earthquake than from a small one; big earthquakesYou feel more intense shaking from a big earthquake than from a small one; big earthquakes

also release their energy over a larger area and for a longer period of time.also release their energy over a larger area and for a longer period of time.

  2. Distance from the fault2. Distance from the fault
  Earthquake waves die off as they travel through the earth so the shaking becomes less intenseEarthquake waves die off as they travel through the earth so the shaking becomes less intense

farther from the faultfarther from the fault

  3. Local soil conditions3. Local soil conditions
  Certain soils greatly amplify the shaking in an earthquake. Seismic waves travel at differentCertain soils greatly amplify the shaking in an earthquake. Seismic waves travel at different

speeds in different types of rocks. Passing from rock to soil, the waves slow down but getspeeds in different types of rocks. Passing from rock to soil, the waves slow down but get
bigger. A soft, loose soil will shake more intensely than hard rock at the same distance frombigger. A soft, loose soil will shake more intensely than hard rock at the same distance from
the same earthquake. The looser and thicker the soil is, the greater the amplification will be,the same earthquake. The looser and thicker the soil is, the greater the amplification will be,
(e.g, Loma (e.g, Loma Prieta Prieta earthquake damage area of Oakland and Marina (SF) were 100 km (60 mi)earthquake damage area of Oakland and Marina (SF) were 100 km (60 mi)
and most of the Bay Area escaped serious damage).and most of the Bay Area escaped serious damage).

  (4. Building type) (4. Building type) The tops of high-rise buildings The tops of high-rise buildings ““feelfeel”” smaller earthquakes more smaller earthquakes more



Soil type
vs.

shaking intensity

Bay mud, etc.

Mud, silt, clay soils

Unconsolidated sediment

Weathered hard rock

 Weathered sandstone



Earthquake waves travel out in all directions from the hypocenterEarthquake waves travel out in all directions from the hypocenter



Earthquake location - Triangulation

  Use seismic waveUse seismic wave
arrival times fromarrival times from
multiple seismometermultiple seismometer
stations to triangulatestations to triangulate
epicenterepicenter



 Triangulation



P-wavesP-waves S-wavesS-waves

•• Travel fastest (arrives first) Travel fastest (arrives first)
•• Smaller than S-waves Smaller than S-waves
•• Travel through all materials  Travel through all materials 

(including liquid and air)(including liquid and air)
••  Compressional Compressional wave (push-pull)wave (push-pull)

•• Travel slower ( Travel slower (second wave to arrive)second wave to arrive)
•• Larger amplitude Larger amplitude than P-wave than P-wave
•• Does not travel through liquid,  Does not travel through liquid, 

only solidsonly solids
••  ShearShear wave (up-down/ wave (up-down/side-to-side)side-to-side)

Properties of the two most important seismic wavesProperties of the two most important seismic waves



Seismic wavesSeismic waves……..

ReflectReflect       …….and refract.and refract







The Mercalli scale
  I.I. Not felt except by a very few under especially favorable conditions. Not felt except by a very few under especially favorable conditions.
  II.II. Felt only by a few persons at rest, especially on upper floors of buildings. Felt only by a few persons at rest, especially on upper floors of buildings.
  III.III. Felt quite noticeably by persons indoors, especially on upper floors of buildings. Standing Felt quite noticeably by persons indoors, especially on upper floors of buildings. Standing

motor cars may rock slightly. Vibrations similar to the passing of a truck.motor cars may rock slightly. Vibrations similar to the passing of a truck.
  IV.IV. Felt indoors by many, outdoors by few. At night, some awakened. Dishes, windows, Felt indoors by many, outdoors by few. At night, some awakened. Dishes, windows,

doors disturbed. Like heavy truck striking building. Standing motor cars rocked noticeably.doors disturbed. Like heavy truck striking building. Standing motor cars rocked noticeably.
  V.V. Felt by almost everyone; many awakened. Some dishes, windows broken. Unstable objects Felt by almost everyone; many awakened. Some dishes, windows broken. Unstable objects

overturned.overturned.
  VI.VI. Felt by all, many frightened. Some heavy furniture moved; fallen plaster. Damage slight. Felt by all, many frightened. Some heavy furniture moved; fallen plaster. Damage slight.
  VII.VII. Damage light in buildings of good design/construction; slight to moderate in well-built Damage light in buildings of good design/construction; slight to moderate in well-built

structures; much damage in poorly built/badly designed structures; some chimneys broken.structures; much damage in poorly built/badly designed structures; some chimneys broken.
  VIII.VIII. Damage slight in specially designed structures; considerable damage in substantial Damage slight in specially designed structures; considerable damage in substantial

buildings, partial collapse. Fall of chimneys, factory stacks, columns, monuments, walls.buildings, partial collapse. Fall of chimneys, factory stacks, columns, monuments, walls.
Heavy furniture overturned.Heavy furniture overturned.

  IX.IX. Damage considerable in specially designed structures. Damage great in substantial Damage considerable in specially designed structures. Damage great in substantial
buildings, with partial collapse. Buildings shifted off foundations.buildings, with partial collapse. Buildings shifted off foundations.

  X.X. Some well-built wood structures destroyed; masonry structures destroyed. Rails bent. Some well-built wood structures destroyed; masonry structures destroyed. Rails bent.
  XI.XI. Few, if any (masonry) structures remain standing. Bridges destroyed. Rails bent greatly. Few, if any (masonry) structures remain standing. Bridges destroyed. Rails bent greatly.
  XII.XII. Damage total. Lines of sight and level are distorted. Objects thrown into the air. Damage total. Lines of sight and level are distorted. Objects thrown into the air.



Loma Prieta Mercalli intensity







The 1906 rupture vs.
the 1989 Loma Prieta

rupture

The 1906 quake was
magnitude 7.7-7.9 on the
Richter scale

The Loma Prieta quake
was a 7.1 Richter
magnitude



Actual slippage during the
1906 earthquake



1906 quake
damage

Santa Rosa city hall

Tomales Bay





Plate boundaryPlate boundary
not a discrete line,not a discrete line,
but rather a zonebut rather a zone
the width of thethe width of the
Bay AreaBay Area



Major Bay Area faults
•• San AndreasSan Andreas
•• Hayward/Rodgers CreekHayward/Rodgers Creek
•• CalaverasCalaveras
•• San GregorioSan Gregorio



Bay Area seismicity

•• Plate boundaryPlate boundary
not a discretenot a discrete
line, but rather aline, but rather a
zonezone



North

American PlatePacific

Plate







Pacific PlateNorthAmerican Plate





San Andreas
Fault





The San Andreas fault near Page Mill Road in Palo Alto



The San Andreas fault up close - not so impressive is it?



Locked and creeping fault segments



Creeping segmentCreeping segment

Seismicity Seismicity along the San Andreasalong the San Andreas

Locked segmentLocked segment

Seismicity Seismicity from the from the 
1989 Loma 1989 Loma Prieta Prieta earthquakeearthquake





Hayward fault - offset stream



Hayward fault - offset stream

Right-lateral
strike-slip



Offset fence



Offset fence



Hayward fault - 1979



Cal stadium

  The trace of theThe trace of the
Hayward faultHayward fault
runs throughruns through
goalpostsgoalposts



Cal stadium

  The trace of theThe trace of the
Hayward faultHayward fault
runs throughruns through
goalpostsgoalposts



Offset of Cal stadium



Hollister - The Calaveras fault



Hollister - Calaveras fault



Virtual EarthquakeVirtual Earthquake
Web exerciseWeb exercise

Pick up a work sheet and Pick up a work sheet and 
go to the Virtual Earthquake web sitego to the Virtual Earthquake web site

listed at the top of the pagelisted at the top of the page



P- and S-Wave arrival times





 Triangulation




